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This issue of Mapana—Journal of Sciences is devoted to research 
articles from Physical Sciences. Researchers from various 
universities have contributed to the present issue. The first article is 
on ‘Characterization and electrical conductivity of electron beam 
irradiated metal phthalocyanine complexes’. The second article is 
on ‘Electronic-Ionic conductivity of lithium-vanado- phosphate 
glasses’.The two subsequent articles are related to atmospheric 
science. The first one deals with the ‘Study of atmospheric 
instabilities through radioactivity’ while the second one is on 
‘Climate change analysis using satellite data’. The last article is on 
the ‘Experimental studies of UV irradiation induced changes in 
optical, mechanical and microstructural properties of 
PVA/modified cellulose composite’. 
All the articles were peer reviewed by experts in the respective 
fields and accepted for publication after incorporation of the 
suggestions made by the experts. We thank all the authors for their 
valuable contributions. We also take this opportunity to thank all 
the reviewers for spending their precious time in reviewing the 
articles and giving valuable suggestions. We expect the cooperation 
and expert guidance of all the researchers for further improvement 
of the quality of the Journal in the coming years. We have been 
continually striving to meet the global standards for journal 
publication.  
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